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ABSTRACT

Particle filtering is widely used in numerous nonlinear appli-

cations which require reconfigurability, fast prototyping, and

online parallel signal processing. The emerging computing

platform, CUDA, may be regarded as the most appealing plat-

form for such implementation. However, there are not yet

literatures exploring how to utilize CUDA for particle filters.

This parer aims to provide two design techniques, A) finite-
redraw importance-maximizing (FRIM) prior editing and B)
localized resampling, for efficient implementation of particle

filters on CUDA, which can be verified to reduce global oper-

ations and provide significant speedup. The modifications on

algorithm and architectural mapping are evaluated with con-

ceptual and quantitative analysis. From the classic bearings-

only tracking experiments, the proposed design is 5.73 times

faster than the direct implementation on GeForce 9400m.

Index Terms— Particle filter, GPGPU, CUDA

1. INTRODUCTION

Particle filtering [1] is an emerging signal processing method-

ology, which succeeds in dealing with nonlinear and non-

Gaussian signals by taking advantage of Bayesian estima-

tion and sequential Monte Carlo sampling [2]. Since non-

linear and non-Gaussian dynamic systems appear widely in

real-world applications, such as surveillance, object tracking,

computer and robot vision, etc., particle filtering becomes

more attractive than classical Kalman-based filtering due to

its robustness and effectiveness [3, 4].

Hardware architectures of particle filters with the FPGA

implementations have been presented in [5, 6]. However,

these domain specific implementations may suffer from

higher cost and lower flexibility. On the contrary, general-

purpose computing on graphics processing units (GPGPU)

becomes more appealing for particle filtering due to lower

cost and reconfigurability for various applications. Recently,

the compute unified device architecture (CUDA) [7] further

utilizes the graphics processing unit (GPU) to outperform

in parallel applications with hierarchical memory and single
instruction multiple thread (SIMT) execution model. Many

of the state-of-the-arts only show how GPU/CUDA can help

for visual processing part but not particle filtering itself [8, 9].

The first parallelization design of particle filters on the tradi-

tional GPU is presented in [10]. However, the issue of data

locality is more crucial in CUDA than traditional GPUs due

to the execution model and memory hierarchy, which is not

addressed in [10]. Therefore, further optimization for such

architecture is yet an unsolved and challenging problem.

In this paper, we propose two design techniques, A) finite-
redraw importance-maximizing (FRIM) prior editing and

B) localized resampling. Since the global operations of

particle filters, which dominate the execution time, are pro-

portional to the number of particles (N ), the FRIM prior

editing aims to reduce the total particle number with addi-

tional calculation at each local thread. Moreover, the FRIM

prior editing can also improve the quality of drawn particles,

i.e., increase the effective particle number (Neff ). This

makes resampling available to be done locally with toler-

able performance degradation, which significantly reduces

time-consuming global operations.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2

gives the background of particle filtering and the characteris-

tics of the CUDA platform. In Section 3, the two proposed

design techniques are demonstrated with quantitative analy-

sis. The architectural mapping of the proposed particle filter

is described in Section 4. The implementation results are eval-

uated in Section 5. And the Section 6 draws the conclusions.

2. BACKGROUND

2.1. Particle Filter

For sequential estimation problems, we describe the dynamic

system by the following state-space representation,

xk+1 = fk(xk,uk), (1)

where xk is the state vector, uk is the system noise, and k
is the index of discrete time steps. For each time step, the

measurements are available via the observation equation,

yk = hk(xk,vk), (2)

where yk is the measurement vector, vk is the observation

noise. The goal is to estimate the posterior distribution of

state vectors p(xk|yk) by only the measurement vectors and
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the initial prior. At each time step k, the estimation is done by

a two-pass procedure:

• Prediction. The new prior p(xk|yk−1) is proposed

by the system model p(xk|xk−1) and the old posterior

p(xk−1|yk−1):

p(xk|yk−1) =∫
p(xk|xk−1)p(xk−1|yk−1)dxk−1. (3)

• Measurement. After receiving the measurement, the

posterior p(xk|yk) can be updated with the likelihood

p(yk|xk) and the prior p(xk|yk−1) via Bayes’ rule:

p(xk|yk) =
p(yk|xk)p(xk|yk−1)

p(yk|yk−1)
, (4)

where the likelihood is often intepreted as the distribu-

tion of particle weights.

The particle filter, as demonstrated by Algorithm 1, is the

sequential Monte Carlo implementation of the above proce-

dure, which employs many samples, or particles, to approxi-

mate the sophisticated distributions.

The bearings-only tracking (BOT) example, originally

proposed in [1], is used for benchmarking the filter perfor-

mance in many literatures, and can be easily extended to

many real-world applications [3]. Therefore, the same BOT

model and environment parameters as in [1] are used for

performance evaluation throughout this paper. 1

Algorithm 1 Pseudocode of the basic particle filter

1: [Initialization]

2: Particle x
(i)
0 ∼ initial prior p(x0), for each i = 1 to N

3: [Filtering]

4: for each time step k do
5: [Sampling]

6: x
(i)
k,pri ⇐ f(x

(i)
k−1,post,u

(i)
k ), for each i = 1 to N

7: [Importance weighting]

8: Weight w
(i)
k ⇐ p(yk|x(i)

k,pri), for each i = 1 to N
9: [Weight normalization]

10: w
(i)
k ⇐ w

(i)
k /

∑
n w

(n)
k , for each i = 1 to N

11: [Resampling: Replication factor computation]

12: r
(i)
k ⇐ round(w

(i)
k N), for each i = 1 to N

13: [Resampling: Particle re-allocation]

14: Resample index j ⇐ 0
15: Counter c ⇐ 0
16: for i = 1 to N do
17: while c < i and j < N do
18: j ⇐ j + 1

19: c ⇐ c+ r
(j)
k

20: end while
21: x

(i)
k,post ⇐ x

(j)
k,pri

22: end for
23: end for

1The unit is omitted in this model. It can be scaled to units such as meters,

miles, etc.

2.2. Compute Unified Device Architecture (CUDA)

Compute unified device architecture (CUDA) [7] is a par-

allel computing architecture developed by NVIDIA, which

integrates the vertex shader and the pixel shader into a uni-

fied processor called streaming processor (SP). 8 SPs form

a cluster called streaming multiprocessor (SM). The exe-

cution model of CUDA is characterized as single instruc-
tion multiple thread (SIMT). A warp of 32 threads share

with the same instruction fetching unit, so only the same

type of instructions within a warp can be parallelized per-

fectly. Otherwise, different instructions or divergent branch-

ing within a warp may lead to inefficient serial execution.

The memory hierarchy of an SM can be classified as four

types: A) an abundant set of registers per SP, B) a 16-bank

shared memory with limited entries for all SPs within an SM,

C) read-only caches mapped to texture memory and constant

memory, and D) a global on-device memory which can be

written and read by all SMs. The accessing time of four types

of memory varies greatly due to their hardware nature. The

global memory are slower than other types of memory by

about 100 times [7]. Without optimization on the data locality

or reduction of the global memory accessing time first, other

improvements would be rather insignificant. Therefore, an

efficient implementation on CUDA must provide proper solu-

tions to these issues.

3. DESIGN TECHNIQUES FOR IMPROVING
ACCURACY AND EFFICIENCY

Parallelization degree and data locality are regarded as the

most critical design issues for parallelization on the multi-

processor platform like CUDA, since the penalty on global

data accessing is relatively high compared with computa-

tional cost by a few orders. Based on Algorithm 1, we

can see the bottleneck of parallel implementation lies in the

resampling stage due to uncoalesced accessing on global

data and sequential processing. In this section, two design

techniques, A) finite-redraw importance-maximizing (FRIM)

prior editing and B) localized resampling, are demonstrated

with quantitative analysis to mitigate this bottleneck and to

show how global operations can be reduced with no or toler-

able performance degradation.

3.1. Finite-Redraw Importance-Maximizing (FRIM) Prior
Editing

Prior editing [1] is a technique enforced at sampling stage

for handling the particle impoverishment problem. It is

done by performing an acceptance test, which accepts only

particles drawn with priors in the vicinity of the likelihood,

and redraw particles otherwise, until all N particles pass the

test. Though the original prior editing ensures all particles

to be with enough weights after weight updating, it has two
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3 times redrawing
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Fig. 1. Demonstration of FRIM prior editing

potential disadvantages when taking the implementation into

considerations:

1. The execution time for the whole sampling stage may

be unsure and unbounded;

2. The acceptance test may lead to divergent branch on

each running thread, which forces many sampling

instructions executing sequentially and decrease the

processing efficiency.

For making the prior editing suitable for CUDA, we present

the finite-redraw importance-maximizing (FRIM) prior edit-

ing, as shown in Fig. 1, which choose a minimum difference

between true measurement and predicted measurement within

finite redraw times (Nrdw), trying to obtain a predicted prior

with maximized likelihood.

The effective number of particles, defined by

Neff =
1∑

n

(
w(n)

)2 , (5)

can roughly reflect the fact that the more balanced weights of

particles should lead to higher efficiency of the same amount

of particles. As shown in Fig. 2(a), the FRIM prior editing can

refine the given amount of particles to have higher efficiency.

As a result, we can see in Fig. 2(b) that FRIM prior editing not

only increases the tracking accuracy with the same particle

number, but also decreases the minimum necessary particle

number to achieve the error bound.

The two global operations, weight normalization and re-

sampling, have the timing complexity O(logN) and O(N),
respectively. Considering the characteristics of CUDA, the

reduction in particle number may directly reduce the timing

complexity with smaller N . Thus, for the same tracking

accuracy, it is worthy to trade additional computational cost

for a smaller N and less global operation time.

3.2. Localized Resampling

Since the resampling is the most time-consuming step of the

particle filters, the partition of the particles and resampling

locally has been discussed in some literatures [5, 11]. In

these works, localized resampling is done by exchanging

particles between local processors to ensure the same per-

formance or with little degradation. However, the exchange
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Fig. 2. The effects on FRIM prior editing

scheme between processors is rather complicated and still

needs global operations to arbitrate the exchanging.

In this work, we combine the simple localized resampling

with the FRIM prior editing. As shown in Fig. 3, the accuracy

of simple localized resampling must degrade due to distorted

replication factor. However, with more balanced weights

brought by FRIM prior editing, the degradation may be less

significant. By taking advantages of FRIM prior editing, the

simple localized resampling can reduce the resampling time

from O(N) to O(N/Npart), where Npart is the number of

partitioned group each with N/Npart particles, while the

degradation may be tolerable.

As shown in FIg. 4, with the Nrdw = 100, the performance

degradation range is limited up to 0.05 in position error at

N > 500, and up to 0.02 at N > 2000. This degrada-

tion is quite insignificant compared with the improvements

brought by FRIM prior editing. The similar effects can also
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be inspected by choosing different N and Nrdw.

4. ARCHITECTURAL MAPPING OF
PARALLELIZED PARTICLE FILTERS ON CUDA

In this section, we first show how function blocks of particle

filters can be parallelized for the SIMT execution model, then

illustrate how the two proposed techniques can be imple-

mented, and provide the architecture of the proposed design.

4.1. Functional Blocks of Particle Filters

As shown in Algorithm 1, many instructions are independent

among particles and can be obviously parallelized by maping

each particle to each SP without efforts. 2 However, there are

three parts which need further discussion: A) random number

2This implicit mapping is fine-grained on CUDA, so programmers do not

need to handle this.

set used for prior drawing, B) global summation for weight

normalization, and C) resampling.

Random number set. So far, none of state-of-the-arts

GPU provides APIs or libraries for random number genera-

tion. Instead of parallelizing the random number generat-

ing procedure, we store a sufficient3 random number set

generated from CPU and exploit the coalesced accessing [7]

of both state vectors and random numbers stored in global

memory concurrently for each thread. This would cost only

one coalesced accessing time for the random numbers. Thus,

there would be no or very little overhead for a decent random

number set.

Summation for weight updating. Due to the data depen-

dency, the summation of N numbers must have timing com-

plexity O(log(N)). For efficiency, shared memory is used

to buffer all the intermediate data instead of global memory.

However, CUDA allows only 512 threads sharing these data

inside an SM. For situations as N > 512, data exchange

among multiple SMs must be done through global memory,

so there is extra penalty for N larger than 512. Please see [12]

for technical details.

Resampling. Most procedures of resampling cannot be

parallelized well. Though in [10] the authors present an

algorithm which reduces the calculation time for resampling

index from O(N) to O(log(N)), state vectors must be stored

in global memory to enable host PC to evaluate estimation

results. Even if the calculation for resampling index can be

improved, the uncoalesced global memory accessing will still

dominate the processing time to be near O(N) and slower

the resampling step significantly.

3Based on our experiments, the same N × Nrdw × dim(xk) random

numbers for each time step are quite sufficient. More random numbers does

not help the filtering accuracy.
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4.2. Architecture of Proposed Particle Filter Design

The main design concept of the proposed parallelized particle

filter is to reduce global operations and employs additional

local computation to compensate for the tracking accuracy.

The architecture of the two design techniques is illustrated as

follows.

FRIM prior editing. This step consists of two process-

ing stages, the prior drawing and the likelihood evaluation, as

shown in Fig. 1. The prior drawing is the similar operation

as the original sampling step. The importance calculation and

updating can be executed independently by each thread, and

the involved variables have no data dependency. The timing

complexity of the FRIM prior editing is O(Nrdw), but only

registers of each SP is used, as shown in Fig. 5 Since all

threads go through the same datapath and same instructions,

the threads synchronize implicitly and no divergent branching

occurs. The ratio of additional time caused by FRIM prior

editing compared with the whole filtering would be rather

small, which would be discussed in Section 5 and verified

by Fig. 8.

Localized resampling. Since the data dependency is

directly broke down in our simple localized resampling

scheme, the architectural mapping of this scheme is quite

straightforward, as shown in Fig. 6. The original resampling

on N particles is then partitioned to be resampling on

N/Npart particles with each group executing concurrently

to save execution time.

By applying these design techniques, the thread block

diagram of the proposed particle filter design is shown in

Fig. 7.

Fig. 7. Block diagram of the proposed particle filter on CUDA

Table 1. Hardware information for evaluation
GPU

Model NVIDIA GeForce 9400m
CUDA capability 1.1

Number of SMs 2
Number of cores 16

Bus bandwidth 21 GB/sec
Clock frequency 450 MHz

5. IMPLEMENTATION AND EVALUATION

To evaluate the proposed design, the particle filter is imple-

mented on a CUDA device. Table 1 describes the hardware

used for this work. Fig. 8 shows the profiling results of the

basic particle filter (with direct implementation) on CUDA.

The global operations, resampling and weight normalization,

indeed cost over 90% execution time while sampling costs

extremely little. This result can verify our expectation that,

reduction on global operations may gain much more than the

computation overhead of local threads. Moreover, the re-

sampling time is proportional to the number of particle N ,

which validate the ideas that FRIM prior editing and local-

ized resampling can help to improve the efficiency of particle

filters on CUDA.

Table 2 illustrates the execution time and accuracy of the

proposed particle filter design with different parameters. The

first row is the basic particle filter, and the following rows

are the proposed ones with different parameters N , Npart

and Nrdw. All of them reaches the similar accuracy, 0.08,
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Table 2. Comparison of the basic particle filter and the pro-

posed ones with different parameters

N Npart Nrdw Position Error Time (Speedup)

Basic Partile Filter
10240 1 1 0.081 962.8 ms (1.00x)

Proposed Partile Filter
4096 1 3 0.077 352.3 ms (2.73x)
4096 2 12 0.077 212.2 ms (4.54x)
4096 4 25 0.081 168.0 ms (5.73x)
4096 8 40 0.081 171.1 ms (5.61x)

2048 1 6 0.078 235.8 ms (4.08x)
2048 2 30 0.079 168.3 ms (5.72x)
2048 4 100 0.081 236.1 ms (4.08x)
2048 8 300 0.083 568.7 ms (1.69x)

which is near the error bound in the environment settings

described in [1]. For the basic design, N is chosen to be

the smallest one which still reaches such accuracy. Com-

pared with the basic one (direct implementation), the pro-

posed design requires less N to ensure the similar accuracy,

which is shown to be 5.73 times faster than the direct imple-

mentation on NVIDIA GeForce 9400m.

In order to illustrate the tradeoff between Npart and Nrdw

fairly, Nrdw is chosen to be the smallest one among those

reaches such accuracy with given N and Npart in Table 2,

We can see no matter what N is chosen, larger Nrdw is neces-

sary to compensate the degradation of larger Npart. However,

too many redraw times or too less partition can both lead to

longer execution time. The profiling results, shown in Fig. 9,

illustrate such tradeoff relationship. Similarly, in other cases,

there also exists an optimal choice of parameters when spe-

cific accuracy requirements are given.

6. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, the aforementioned two design techniques,

A) FRIM prior editing and B) localized resampling, are

presented for efficient implementation of particle filters on

CUDA. With conceptual and quantitative analysis, the pro-

posed design can be verified to reduce global operations and

provide significant speedup.
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